Saradesi – The Fountain of Youth
The 144 Tones of the Song
of the Joints of Man

The Song of the Joints of Man
The Transcendent Alchemy, when the full alchemical potencies
of sound are present in the joints, creates the frequency
of Oneness in the body. This is the first step to eliminating
frequency altogether and entering into formless form through
Transcendental Alchemy.

The first 72 Tones

Transcendent Alchemy heals duality bringing about a life of no
opposites. The Transcendental Alchemy takes us beyond the
life of the little self into the merging of the One. Transcendent
Alchemy always equals ‘1’, and Transcendental Alchemy
always equals ‘0’.

Each joint contains three tones that
when combined form Oneness
When all 144 tones of the joints
are added together,

A life of no opposites is a life of embracing the contradiction.
For the body to relinquish the aging factor of duality, each joint
must sing its allotted tones of the One Life. Each of the first
twelve joints has 9 frequencies. The 13th joint has 36, totaling
144 tones. When combined together, the 144 tones produce
an alchemical equation within man that transcends mortality.
In the Lemurian records of Saradesi, it speaks of the body
“Dancing with the Contradiction” – Ekenech harash Vasuva.

the frequency of immortality
is in the body
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Saradesi – The Fountain of Youth
The Alchemical Equation of The
144 Tones of the Joints
6. Creating that which has always been

+

1. Sleeping in full wakefulness

+

7. Freedom from unimagined boundlessness

+

2. Motionless movement of timelessness

+

8. The thundering voice of silence

+

3. Embracing the fullness through emptiness

9. Silence watching the movement within itself

+

+

4. Ageless newness

10. Finding the without, within

5. The motionless dance of paradoxes

11. Finding oneself at the end of each journey

+

+

+
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12. Perfection blended into imperfection

18. The discovery of the known

13. Journey without destination

19. The spontaneous unpredictability of the Divine Plan

14. Fluid responsiveness of Eternal Beingness

20. The complete order of eternal renewal

15. Substanceless existence

21. Birthless and deathless continual self-regeneration

16. Relationshipless interaction

22. Undefinable realities

17. Ancient newness of the circle of life

23. Contributing to the quality by not interfering

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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24. Acknowledging the unrealness of the little self

30. Resolving duality by disacknowledging it

25. The non-differentiation of the One and the many

31. Removing the need for illusion by seeing its purpose

26. The unknowable as Self

32. Finding what was never lost

27. The imagined dream of form

33. Acknowledging not knowing as the greatest wisdom

28. The interchangeable senses

34. Combining expansion and contraction into one

29. Removing illusion by dynamic balance

35. Directionless guidance

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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36. Moving beyond boundaries that never were

42. The opening of the portal of man

37. The luminosity of no light

43. Beyond the unreality of mind

38. Experiencing beyond spatial relationships

44. Creating a surrendered dance of no beginning

39. The soundless voice of the One speaking to Itself

45. Endless perspective

40. The extraordinary ordinary things of life

46. The only truth is the new expression of the moment

41. The impossibility of gain and loss

47. Unknowing genius

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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48. Growth as an impossibility

54. The tyranny of heart’s guidance

49. Moving beyond love to all-encompassing compassion

55. Effortless knowingness

50. Unlabeled individuation

56. The healing of the split persona

51. Only One expression in existence

57. Refined experience without the illusion of growth

52. Removing the screen of life and death

58. Illuminating the shadows of memories

53. The unauthenticity of seeking enlightenment

59. The elimination of repeating patterns

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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60. The fully awakened choices of emphasis

66. Self-genesis instead of procreation

61. The illusion of choice dissolved through surrender

67. Diversity through Oneness

62. Incorruptible living through no tones

68. Free expression that has always been

63. Creative games of aware pretending

69. Untold songs of silence to sing in the moment

64. Dissolving the screen of life and death

70. Fulfillment is recognition of the All contained

65. Unpredictable infallibility

71. Dissolving the mist of accrual concealing
the abundance of All

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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